Make you own animal mask!

Source: www.FirstPalette.com

1. Choose and colour in your favourite animal.

2. Cut out the mask.
   Make sure you ask a grown up or to help you cut out the eye holes, these are tricky!

3. Strengthen the holes for the string.
   Have you seen the little circles on each side of the mask? These are the spots where you will be punching holes & attaching the elastic string. As paper masks tear easily, put some clear tape around these holes to reinforce these holds.

4. Punch the holes
   Now you can punch a hole on either side on the pair of marked circles, we might need a grown up for this part too!

5. Tie the string
   Tie the ends of an elastic string on each hole.

6. Try on your animal mask.
   Now for the fun part! Try on your new mask. It should fit snugly but not too tight. Adjust the length of the string if necessary.

   *If you are not comfortable wearing the mask directly on your face, you can create a handle and hold the mask in front of your face instead. Glue a straw, a craft stick, or an unsharpened pencil, at the back of the mask.*